
Derivation Exam 

1. We can slow down air problems by supporting the ----------------------- of the earth's natural resources.  
A) sustain              B) sustainability           C) sustainable          D) sustainably  

2. Healthy population growth leads to a strong work force with ---------------------- benefits to the whole 
country.        A) economy                  B) economic                C) economically                 D) economise   

3. Jordanian students --------------------- academic successes when they study abroad.  
A) achieve              B) achievement                 C) achievable               D) achievably 

4. Our school team will ------------------------- other schools to get football championship.  
A) compete                B) competition               C) competitive               D) competitively  

5. Translation needs some ------------------------ procedures that an interpreter does during a conference.  
A) particulate              B) particularity           C) particular          C) particularly        

6. Some countries economically --------------------------- on trading goods with others. 
A) rely                  B) reliable            C) reliance           D) reliably 

7. How much exercise should I -------------------------- a day? 
A) practise                  B) practitioner          C) practical            D) practically  

8. It is important to ---------------------------- your lessons from time to time.  
A) revise                   B) revising           C) revisable            D) revised   

9. ------------------------ has become a necessity to avoid many children diseases.  
A) inoculate               B) inoculation             C) inoculable            D) inoculated  

10. ---------------------- creatures need a long time of pressure to be formed into oil.  
A) mortal               B) mortally              C) mortality              D) mortals  

11. Egypt and Sudan, which ------------------------- on the Nile water, are originally agricultural countries. 
A) depend                B) dependence            C) dependent           D) dependently  

12. Could you tell me if it is difficult to improve your ---------------------------? 
A) memorise               B) memorable           C) memory             D) memorably   

13. My cousin had a well----------------------- wedding arranged.  
A) organise         B) organised            C) organisation           D) organiser 

14. ---------------------, Jordan relies on services and tourism. 
A) domesticise          B) domestic        C) domestically         D) domestication 

15. The new cancer drug works by blocking a protein that causes -------------------- cells to grow. 
A) cancer          B) cancerous          C) cancerously           D) cancers  

16. Our English teacher can speak two or more languages --------------------------. 
A) fluent               B) fluency             C) fluently            D) fluencies    

17. An economical -------------------------- has been signed between Jordan and a European country. 
A) agree                        B) agreement                 C) agreeable                 D) agreeably  

18. Students at Masdar City are fully -------------------------- to find solution to the world's energy problem. 
A) commit                   B) commitment                    C) committed                     D) committedly 

19. Some schools ----------------------------- organise trips by which the students can get useful outcomes.  
A) educate                    B) education                   C) educational                     D) educationally  



20. It has been believed that ---------------------------- is an essential way for the agricultural success.  
A) irrigate                    B) irrigation                  C) irrigated                 D) irrigative  

21. In order to be a successful employee, you should be --------------------------- for all work conditions.  
A) adapt                   B) adaption                   C) adaptable                  D) adaptably  

22. Some animals, like cats and rabbits, are ------------------------- agreeable in many cultures. 
A) domesticate                  B) domestic             C) domesticate                 D) domestically  

23. A lot of people suffer from ------------------------- that occurs as a result of many factors.  
A) obesify              B) obesity             C) obese             D) obesified  

24. The government must ------------------------------ legalise the prices of items.  
A) publicise                   B) publicity           C) public                 D) publicly  

25. Students can attend a -------------------------- university or a private university.  
 A) publicise                   B) publicity              C) public             publicly  

26. Learning new grammar rules provide the brain with challenges which improves -------------------------.  
A) memorise           B) memory           C) memorable            D) memorably  

27. It was Laila's ---------------------------- that helped her to get a job as an accountant in a hospital. 
A) qualify                  B) qualification                  C) qualified              D) qualifiedly 

28. In the past, doctors were more ---------------------------- about the validity of complementary.  
A) scepticism                B) sceptic              C) sceptical                    D) skeptically 

29. Services, --------------------------- and industry are some of important economic sectors in Jordan.  
A) education                B) educate              C) educational                D) educationally    

30. Our country's -------------------------- attitudes are main reasons for safety and security.  
A) neutralise               B) neutrality            C) neutral            D) neutrally 

31. If you didn’t switch on the privacy setting of your computer, criminals would easily --------------- your 
personal information.  
A) access                          B) accessible                  C) accessibility               D) accessibly  

32. The Arab world has many productive regions as well as the least --------------------- lands in the world.  
A) fertilise                   B) fertile             C) fertility              D) fertilely  

33. Tutankhamun's tomb was the most valuable ------------------ in Egypt in the twentieth century.  
A) discover              B) discovery              C) discoverable               D) discovered  

34. Regional -------------------------- has limited large-scale building projects.  
A) criticise               B) critical               C) criticism             D) critically 

35. What kind of minerals does the country -------------------------- from underground?  
A) extract                  B) extraction              C) extractive           D) extracted  

36. Agricultural projects are -------------------------- more successful than any fields in the Jordan Valley. 
A) economise                 B) economic                 C) economically                D) economy  

37. Because of its ----------------------------- of olive oil with high quality, Jordan exports it with big 
quantities.              A) produce               B) productive             C) production             D) productively  

38. The government should support university students ---------------------------.  
A) finance            B) financial          C) financially           D) financeable       


